






first particle, Anastasius, was dominated by
Si, 0, and Al; the second, Commodus, by
Ca, 0, and Si. For neither did the ion
probe reveal isotopic anomalies in H, N, C,
or Mg. The total integrated yield of masses
measured by puL2MS are listed in Table 1;
the mass spectra showed no evidence of
PAHs. The fact that control particles ex-
posed to the same environment as Aurelian
and Florianus did not show abundant PAHs
strongly supports the indigenous origin of
the PAHs in the IDPs.

Of 13 stratospheric particles from collec-
tor U44, none of the six classified as IDPs
gave significant PAH signatures. Thus, not
all IDPs have large PAH concentrations. In
addition, two TC particles, Caligula and
Decius, gave large PAH signals. The mass
spectra for these "terrestrial" particles (40)
look similar to each other but are quite
dissimilar to the spectra for the IDPs Aure-
lian and Florianus. These particles have
low-mass PAHs (between 80 and 190 amu),
such as alkylbenzenes, alkylstyrenes, alkyl-
naphthalenes, and alkylphenanthrenes
(Fig. 3), which are in stark contrast to the
Aurelian and Florianus spectra. In addi-
tion, the mass envelopes are different, and
strong peaks occur at 408 and 446 amu.

There has been indirect evidence of
complex organic molecules in IDPs (1,
10-13, 16, 22) and a subset of comet Halley
dust particles called CHONs (for carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen) (41-45).
Moreover, PAHs have been found by
pUL2MS in various meteorites and meteorit-
ic acid residues (3, 34, 46-48). The mass
patterns observed in Aurelian and Flori-
anus, however, differ substantially from
those of other extraterrestrial materials; the
former are much richer and are dominated
by odd-mass species in the mass range 180
to 340 amu.

Deuterium enrichments in IDPs, as well
as in primitive meteorites, are known to be
associated with carbonaceous matter (22,
49-51), and Aurelian and Florianus, the
two IDPs that give large piL2MS signals,
also have the largest deuterium-enrich-
ments of any of the IDPs studied. Similarly,
the heavy nitrogen observed in ion probe
measurements of Florianus may be carried
by the molecules responsible for prominent
odd-mass peaks in the pL2MS spectrum of
the particle. Many more particles must be
studied by combined techniques to test
these possible correlations.
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The Effect of Changing Land Use
on Soil Radiocarbon

Kevin G. Harrison,* Wallace S. Broecker, Georges Bonani
Most carbon budgets require greening of the terrestrial biosphere as a sink for some of the
excess carbon dioxide produced by fossil fuel burning and deforestation. Much of this
storage is thought to occur in soils, but running counter to this conclusion is the observation
that cultivation has reduced the agricultural reservoir of soil humus. Radiocarbon mea-
surements in agricultural soils lend support to this browning of agricultural lands. Moreover,
the loss is from the fast cycling portion of the humus.

Soil contains about three times the amount
of carbon that was present in the preindus-
trial atmosphere. This study uses soil radio-
carbon measurements to explore the dy-
namics of soil carbon loss associated with
agriculture, a significant source of atmo-
spheric CO2.

In a survey of 1100 paired soil analyses
(1), agriculturally modified topsoils aver-

aged 25% less carbon than their native
counterparts. As cultivated soil now con-

tains about 180 gigatons of carbon (GtC)
(2), this loss has added 60 GtC to the
atmosphere and may have contributed as

much as 0.5 GtC annually during the 1980s
(3). There are a variety of reasons why
disturbed soil might have less carbon than
its native counterpart. These include reduc-
tion in the annual input of plant residues,
increased decomposition as a result of ele-
vated soil temperature, aeration, and extra
moisture (4). In addition, plowing increases
surface area, which accelerates soil carbon
respiration (5). Although erosion is anoth-
er way in which soil carbon could be lost
from the profile, it should not change the
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carbon concentration. Only the thickness
of the topsoil would be diminished. Fur-
ther, carbon losses from the soil due to
erosion are much less than losses due to
oxidation (4).

As we have shown in a previous paper

(6), based on radiocarbon data, the carbon
in soil can be divided into fast and slow
turnover time pools. We suggest that the
carbon lost from agricultural soils must have
come from the fast cycling pool. If so, then
this loss should be matched by a decrease in
the 14C/C ratio of bulk soil carbon. The
logic is as follows: The evolution of radio-
carbon in the surface of natural soil can be
modeled by the assumption that 25% of the
carbon resides in a slow-turnover pool with
a 14C/C ratio averaging 0.63 of that for
preindustrial carbon (6). Because of its slow
turnover, no significant bomb 14C has en-

tered this reservoir. The remaining 75% of
the carbon resides in a fast turnover pool
with a mean replacement time of 25 years.

A 3:1 mix of these two end-members yields
a time history that passes through the me-

dian of the available radiocarbon measure-

ments on bulk carbon from uncultivated
topsoil collected at various times and places
over the globe (Fig. 1). If the 25% loss were
to have come entirely from the fast cycling
carbon pool, then the fast:slow proportions
would be changed from a 3:1 mixture to a

2:1 mixture. Although agricultural soil has
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a lower radiocarbon content than native
soil, the deficiency is even greater than
expected for a 25% loss (Fig. 1). Rather,
the best fit curve corresponds to a 1:1
mixture of slow and fast cycling carbon
pools. To accomplish this would require
that two-thirds of the fast cycling carbon
pool be lost (that is, 50% of the total
carbon). In constructing these curves, for
simplicity we have assumed that the carbon
loss occurred largely before the nuclear era

(1958 to the present). Were the calculation
to assume, instead, that half was lost after
1958, the results would change only very

slightly. The shape of the best fit curve

through the cultivated soil suggests that the
turnover time for the fast cycling carbon
pool in cultivated soil carbon is 25 years,

the same as for native soil.
The greater than expected 14C/C reduc-

tion for mean cultivated soil may be, in
part, the result of mechanical stirring by
plowing. For most soils, the 14C/C ratio
decreases with depth, approaching values
that are 30 to 50% lower than the prenu-

clear atmospheric ratio at the base of the
profile. We attribute this drop to an ever-

decreasing fractional contribution of the
fast turnover carbon with depth. But, be-
cause plowing homogenizes only the upper

20 cm of soil, its impact would not be
expected to be large.

Data on carbon content and 14C/C ratio
on a native soil from New Zealand (7) are
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Fig. 1. Plot of radiocarbon versus time for the
bulk carbon in topsoils (8). The natural soils
(open circles) have higher radiocarbon values
than the cultivated soils (solid triangles). The
thick solid lines represent new vegetation, a
fast (25-year turnover time) carbon pool's, and
a slow (3700-year turnover time) carbon pool's
responses to atmospheric bomb radiocarbon.
The thin lines designate mixtures of fast and
slow cycling carbon. A 75% fast and 25% slow
mixture provides the best fit for the natural soils,
but a 50% fast and 50% slow mixture provides
the best fit for the cultivated soils.
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